INTRODUCTION
While it is now generally accepted that the source of the ring current protons associated with main phase magnetic storms is the convection of plasma sheet protons into low L-values (Axford, 1969; Vasyliunas, 1972; and Nishida and Obayashi, 1972) there have been almost no direct experimental measurements of the characteristics of these storm-time ring current protons which would substantiate this concept.
In this analysis we demonstrate that the characteristic features of the initial enhancement of the storm-time ring current protons in the evening hours are consistent with flow patterns resulting from a combination of inward convection, gradient drift,and corotation, which carries plasma sheet protons into low L-values near midnight and the higher-energy proton component into the plasmasphere and through the evening hours.
Data for this analysis were obtained from the S3-A (Explorer 45) satellite, launched on November 15, 1974 into an elliptical orbit having an apogee of 5.24 RE, an inclination of 3.60, and period of 7.8 hours (Longanecker and Hoffman, 1973) .
Previous results from S3 -A have shown that during main phase magnetic storms the storm-time ring current is due to an enhancement of the proton energy density in the energy range 10 to 100 keV (Smith and Hoffman, 1972; Smith and Hoffman, 1973) .
PARAMETERS OF THE MAGNETIC STORMS
For the study of the enhancement of ring current protons we have selected four magnetic storms during the early life of the satellite when the apogee was in the afternoon and evening hours. Some characteristic parameters pertaining to the storms and the satellite orbit numbers during the development of each main phase are listed in Table 1 .
CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF RING CURRENT ENHANCEMENTS
The characteristic features in the proton and electron distributions which have been observed in the evening hours during the development of the main phase for each storm are illustrated in Figure 1 . We will show that these features provide a measure of the depth of penetration of the plasma sheet both in the evening and night hours.
Proton and electron energy spectrograms for particle fluxes with near 90°pitch-angles are shown for data from a two hour period from each of two storms. In both proton spectrograms there exists a "nose" structure beginning at lower L-values with a flux increase in the energy range 15 to 20 keV (in Orbit 314 at 0943 U.T. and in Orbit 350 at 2326 U.T.). The flux increase spreads to both higher and lower energies at larger L-values and remains at a high intensity beyond L=5.3. This nose structure has been observed during the development of the main phase for each of the four magnetic storms we have studied. It always extends into the plasmapause and is observed near dusk in the equatorial plane.
A second noticeable feature in the spectrograms is a large rapid flux increase in the 1-to 50-keV electrons at larger radial distances. An increase of 1-to 2-keV protons occurs simultaneously with the increase in the lowest-energy electrons.
Several questions immediately arise upon considering these observations. 1. Is the nose structure a spatial or temporal phenomenon, i.e., is the satellite passing through these characteristic patterns negative on several midand low-latitude magnetograms, and the observation of the nose is also listed. The time intervals range from 10 minutes to over 400 minutes. In the first three storms the nose is observed on the outbound leg of the orbit at or just before dusk,whereas, in the fourth storm it is observed on the inbound leg somewhat after dusk. It appears that the nose structure is a rather stable feature in the dusk quadrant during the development of the main phase owing to the fact that it is observed at arbitary times during the development of the main phase, over a range of local times, and irrespective of whether the satellite is inbound or outbound. We can envision such a persistent feature existing in a region of local time only as a spatial structure.
-4-An argument against the nose being a temporal phenomenon is the fact that its energy structure cannot be explained by the impulsive injection of a cloud of protons near midnight, with the spacecraft observing merely the dispersion in the time of arrival for protons of various energies due to energy-dependent gradient drift (DeForest and McIlwain, 1971) . In Figure 3 the Universal Time at which the large flux gradient was observed is plotted for each of the measured energy bands for the nose structure of Orbit 314. The calculated longitudinal drift times (Lew, 1961) for protons at these energies, injected near midnight and gradient drifting around to the point of the satellite observation, are shown as the solid line. This line is normalized to 13.5 keV to correspond to the earliest proton flux increase. As expected, this simple model cannot explain the later arrival of the higher-energy protons, and it also fails to predict quantitatively the delay times with which the lower-energy protons were observed. Therefore, on the basis of the above arguments, we believe the nose is a spatial structure extending over a number of hours in local time.
EFFECTS OF THE PLASMAPAUSE
Having demonstrated that the nose structure is most probably a stable energy-dependent inner boundary of the storm-time ring current protons, we next investigate whether it can be explained as an interaction of the protons with the plasmasphere. We note in Figure 2 that the point of the nose was always observed inside the plasmapause. Two -5types of interactions will be considered: charge exchange and resonance interactions with waves. Cornwall et al. (1970) It should also be noted that charge exchange lifetimes for protons with 900 pitch-angles are about one day and are quite independent of energy from 5 to 30 keV, and that the lifetimes rapidly increase for higher-energy protons (Liemohn, 1961) . In comparison, the gradient drift times from midnight to dusk for protons with nose energies (15 -20 keV) are about three hours. Therefore, the effect of charge exchange losses on the protons with nose energies which are assumed to be drifting from midnight through the dusk hours and into the plasmasphere, would be to produce smooth but slowly decreasing proton fluxes across the plasmapause. The relative flux decreases also should be similar for protons up to about 30 keV, with the higher-energy protons decreasing less rapidly in the gradient region of the lower-energy protons.
The observations, however, are not consistent with charge exchange losses. A more detailed set of data, which is typical of each of the storms we have studied, is shown in Figure 4 at a given L-value (Liemohn, 1961) . In contrast it is seen that the pitch-angle distribution at the nose energy of 13.5 keV is steepest throughout most of the structure.
Next we consider whether the nose structure can be due to pitchangle scattering, possibly from some process like the ion-cyclotron instability. While the flux profiles in the top panel of Figure 4 are reminiscent of those published by Williams et al. (1973) from the December 1971 storm and interpreted as possibly resulting from an ioncyclotron instability, the energies in the nose structure are predominantly below those they considered as being involved in this process.
We also conclude that the protons of nose energies are not involved in this type of instability from a further consideration of the pitch-angle distributions. Lyons et al. (1972) showed that a resonance process between waves and the parallel component of the momentum of the particles results in pitch-angle distributions which have "shoulders", i.e., the near 900 pitch-angle particles will be basically unaffected, and the gradient of the pitch-angle distribution will have a secondary minimum at some intermediate pitch-angle. The lower-energy particles will have this secondary minimum nearest to 900. Finally, the lowest-energy protons will become involved in the resonance at the lowest L-value, since the resonance energy is inversely proportional to the plasma density (Kennel and Petschek, 1966) .
In contrast to the results expected from the theory, the pitchangle distributions in Figure 4 show a precipitous decrease in the 90°f luxes at energies both above and below the nose energy, while the flux at the nose energy remains constant from 0950 to 1010 U.T. No shoulder structures are consistently evident in the distributions, and the protons with off-900 pitch-angles at the lowest energy (6 keV in the 1000 U.T. distribution) become involved at the highest L-value instead of at the lowest L-values.
Returning to Figure 1 , we further note that for Orbit 350 a portion of the nose structure lies outside the local plasmapause. This provides additional evidence that interactions of the protons with the plasmasphere do not play a significant role in the formation of the nose structure.
EFFECTS OF CONVECTION AND DRIFT ON ENERGY DEPENDENT BOUNDARIES
We next look to convection theory to explain the existence of the nose structure, the intensification of protons at larger L-values, and the sudden enhancement of electron and l-keV proton fluxes outside the plasmapause.
The effects of the transport of the ions and electrons by convection and magnetic drift are examined in order to explain the deeper penetration of the lower-energy protons into the magnetosphere, i.e., the slope of the upper portion of the nose. From the convection analyses of Chen (1970) , Jaggi and Wolf (1973) ,and Chen (private communication, 1973) , it is concluded that the minimum geocentric distance to which convection fields can bring ions to the dusk meridian is roughly proportional to p1/3, where p is the proton magnetic moment. Thus the lower-magnetic-moment protons penetrate deeper into the magnetosphere.
Chen assumed a dawn-dusk electric field across the entire magnetosphere and calculated the plasma flow patterns for various magnetic moments without considering the perturbations on the electric field caused by the plasma sheet particles themselves. Jaggi and Wolf, on the other hand, included electrostatic shielding effects earthward of the Alfven layer in calculating the closest approach for the plasma sheet, which was assumed to be composed of ions of a single magnetic moment.
Chen's analysis also showed, even with the simplifying assumption, a forbidden region on the dusk side for protons with small magnetic moments (p = 1.25 eV/gamma). The forbidden region, which rapidly shrank for higher magnetic moments, resulted from the corotation of the low-moment ions to the dawn side. Jaggi and Wolf demonstrated similar forbidden regions on the dusk side.
Thus the nose structure can be explained by the fact that the lowermoment ions would penetrate deeper into the magnetosphere until a critical value of p is reached. This critical value is determined by equal opposing gradient drift and corotational forces. Ions with moments smaller than the critical value would drift eastward thereby producing the lower-energy edge of the nose structure due to their absence in the dusk sector.
Having considered the transport of ions to allowed or forbidden regions, we will now discuss the effects of the energization of the ions due to the cross-L motion resulting from the convection, which also effects the intensities of the ions. First it is assumed that the particle source of the ring current protons is a portion of the In order to show the features in the data which are expected from the effects of the transport and energization, the phase space density profiles for magnetic moments from 10 to 400 eV/gamma for Orbit 314 outbound are plotted in Figure 5 . Clearly the 40-eV/gamma protons penetrate to lowest L-values, with nearly constant phase space density, and the densities of the higher-magnetic-moment protons begin decreasing at larger L-values, as the calculations predict. However for these higher-moment protons, we find a much less sensitive dependence than is predicted for the minimum L-value to which a given A particle can penetrate. While the lower than 40-eV/gamma protons would penetrate to still lower L-values probably near midnight, they would not drift to the local-time of the measurements because of the dominating corotation force on these particles. At L-values higher than the respective cut-offs, the densities in phase space are quite constant until magnetic moments of 200 eV/gamma are reached. At an L of 5, this corresponds to an energy of about 45 keV, which then must be the upper limit to the protons involved in the storm-time ring current at this stage of the storm.
The constancy of the phase space density also implies that the protons at deeper L-values have been more extensively energized, since to keep A constant the perpendicular energy must be larger at the larger magnetic field values. If the spectrum is monotonically decreasing with -11increasing A, the effects of this energization would be an increasing flux at a given energy with decreasing L. The 13.5-and 25.6-keV flux contours in the upper portion of Figure 4 illustrate this property.
The constancy of the density probably eliminates the idea of an in situ acceleration of ring current protons. For such a mechanism one would expect a density maximum at the L-value of the most efficient or strongest acceleration.
Finally, we can account for the existence of the high fluxes of both protons with energies less than 2 keV and electrons just outside the plasmapause (Figure 1 ). Because very low-energy particles of each charge are observed simultaneously, one concludes that these particles are moving like zero magnetic-moment particles, or nearly along equipotentials. Jaggi and Wolf (1973) in their model show zero-energy particles drifting to within 5.2 RE at dusk six hours after the ion sheet started in from the tail (see their Figure 8 ). These particles must therefore comprise the inward-most extension of the plasma sheet at this local time.
INTERPRETATION
A schematic of the trajectories of particles for several magnetic moments is shown in Figure 6 assuming a cross-tail electric field. All 
